

















Roles of “Commmon Sense” Ideal in Benjamin Franklin’s  
Social and Political Thought 
―A Perspective of “Common Sense” Ideal  




This paper investigates roles of “common sense” ideal in social and political thought in the 
U.S.A. in the colonial and revolutionary era. It focuses on Benjamin Franklin, one of the founding 
fathers of the U.S.A. 
For Franklin, “common sense” has three main aspects. First, common sense relates to 
ordinary peoples’ sense of judgement, mostly based on not human reason but human feelings and 
emotions. Franklin sought to communicate the breadth of this concept in his communication with 
his colleagues. 
Secondly, common sense works as the condition and foundation on which Franklin tried to 
establish and promote collective social actions. He had visions of the ideal society, in which people 
do good to others, by engaging in their own daily business (vocations), and by cooperating to make 
their social life comfortable, for example organizing fire defense unions, establishing academies 
and hospitals, and so on. In both ways, Franklin construed “doing good to others” not as giving 
special privileges to families and friends, but as serving the whole society. He wanted to pursue 
the public good. For this goal, he perceived peoples’ “common sense” as good tools of 
communication. 
Thirdly, Franklin thought that only the people that have “common sense” can carry political 
power on their shoulders. When he aimed to establish the militia in the Pennsylvania colony, he 
called only to “the middling people” to participate in the militia and to take up arms. According to 
his radical and potentially revolutionary ideal, only daily working and socially serving “middling 
people” should deserve political power. This ideal constituted one of the main currents of political 
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